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What came first, the chicken or the egg?
Dinosaurs laid eggs long before there were chickens.

How far can you walk into the woods?
Half way, after that you’re walking out of the woods.

Why are 2015 euros worth more than 2014 euros?
Because 2015 euros are one euro more than 2014 euros.

The Mississippi River is the dividing line between Tennessee and Arkansas. If an airplane
crashed exactly in the middle of the Mississippi River there, where would the survivors be
buried? You do not bury survivors.
worth: Wert
divide: trennen
crash: abstürzen
survivor: Überlebende(r)
bury: beerdigen
imagine: sich vorstellen
rowboat: Ruderbot
surround: umgeben
shark: Hai
forwards: vorwärts
elevator: Lift
hunter: Jäger
letter: Buchstabe, Brief

Imagine you are in a sinking rowboat surrounded by sharks.
How would you survive? Stop imagining.
Johnny's mother had four children. The first was April, the
second was May, and the third was June. What was the name
of her fourth child?
Johnny!

You are driving a bus. Four people get on, three people get
off, then eight people get on and ten people get off, then 6
people get on and 2 more people get off. What colour were

the bus driver's eyes?
Whatever colour your eyes are because your are driving the bus.

If there are 6 apples and you take away 4, how many do you have?
four

Forwards it is heavy, backwards it is not. What is it?
A ton

Why did a man get off the elevator every day on the 15th floor and walk upstairs to his
home on the 27th floor?
He was a midget and could not reach higher than the 15th floor button.

Eskimos are very good hunters, but they never catch penguins. Why not?
Eskimos live at the North pole, penguins at the South pole.

What starts with P, ends with E, and has thousands of letters in it?
Post office

